
A motion base for mounting payloads of up to 
315kg
Small footprint and low profile makes it ideally 
suited  for use in non-specialised, space limited 
situations and even as a mobile unit.
Easily adapted with  customised habitation

Compact 4-DoF Motion Platform
Robust - low maintenance - versatile 

Specially designed yaw table 
provides the additional 4th 
rotational dimension to extend 
the capability of the 3-DoF 
platform
✓ +/- 720 degrees turning 

capability
✓ Multi purpose motion base for 

mounting payloads of up to 
315kg

✓ Small footprint and low profile 
makes it ideally suited  for use 
in non-specialised, space 
limited situations and even as 
a mobile unit.

✓ Easily adapted with  
customised habitation
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Delta Kinetic incorporates Actuate Motion, a modern motion software interface which 
natively supports many commercial titles.  Its SDK has dedicated plugins for Unity and 

Unreal Engine 4 and UDP access for other programmes, allowing customization 
with almost any software game.
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A versatile platform for land, 
sea & air vehicle training 

4-DoF platform with seat and 
fighter control habitation

The 4-DoF platform can be easily adapted to provide 
specialised training simulators for a vast range of land, sea 
& air vehicles.

We can design habitation to replicate the cabin 
environment and main vehicle controls, to enable trainees 
to undergo fully immersive VR vehicle training in a normal 
sized classroom.

Payload Max, static: 9711 N (990 kg)  Rated: 3093 N (315 kg)

Degrees of freedom 4 (pitch, roll, heave & yaw)

Angular range +19.2° -19.8° pitch, ±16.8° roll

Linear range ±100 mm heave

Max rotation The table has no rotation limit, but the wrapping of cables will typically 

impose a limit of 2-3 full turns. A central cable conduit is used to 

minimise wrapping.

Angular velocity Max: 104°/s  Rated: 89°/s

Linear velocity Max: 566 mm/s  Rated: 485 mm/s

Resolution 0.003mm resolution, up to 250Hz positional update rate 

Weight ~40Kg

Footprint ~1040mm L x 1200mm W

Height at rest 300mm

Power requirements (UK) 220VAC, 50Hz, 13A single phase

Data Interface USB or RS485 connection to host PC

Control interface Normally closed failsafe emergency stop loop for multiple e-stop buttons. 

Stop and hold position on loop break.

Key data
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